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WE ARE 
TMEG. YOUR 
ONE-STOP-
SHOP WHEN 
IT COMES TO 
PLANNING 
AND 
PRODUCING 
YOUR EVENT. 

TMEG Productions is a full Service Event Planning and 
Destination Management Company (DMC) headquartered 
in Las Vegas, Nevada but with Nationwide Service. Our 
industry experts can help you plan an event from concept 
to completion no matter how big or small. We negotiate 
the best rates for you with our vendor partners. TMEG 
can assist with Dining, Transportation, Venue Selection, 
Entertainment, Shows/ Activities and more. Whether you 
need help planning an entire event or just a portion of it, 
TMEG Productions will prove to be a valuable resource.

When it comes to planning and executing your next event, a 
reputable partner such as TMEG is pivotal to your success. 
As a global DMC, we work closely with our clients to bring 
a cohesive effort into realizing your vision. Whether you are 
planning meetings, fundraisers, social galas, or corporate 
events, TMEG delivers.



IMPRESSION
LEAVE
A
LASTING

TMEG is a valuable resource when it comes to 
event planning, management, production, and 
rentals. Our creative team pushes boundaries 
with original entertainment concepts while 
offering the best value for your next venue. 
Always evolving and expanding, TMEG offers 
a one-of-a-kind service that truly elevates 
your next event.



TMEG Productions is a ONE-STOP-SHOP when it comes to planning and producing your 
event. When you work with TMEG, you can have trust in knowing that you are getting 
the newest technology solutions. Our experience technical engineers are guaranteed to 
ramp-up the Sound and Visual elements of your event.  TMEG’s hands-on production team 
works in tandem to create and deliver an extraordinary show.

No Event is Too Big
or Too Small

Our experience with TMEG has been nothing short of excellent. 
Their staff, service, and overall ease of the working relationship 

has been wonderful. We can relax and take a back-seat on 
planning because we know they're there to take care of every 

need, small or large. They're very professional and organized, and 
the team is so lovely to work with. We look forward to it every year!

- Mariam Zafar Zafco
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01
ENTERTAINMENT



TMEG has a selective roster of jaw-dropping talent 
that perform all over the world. We represent only 
the highest caliber of entertainers that do more than 
just perform—they create an experience. Our artists 
include bands, DJs, musicians, singers, celebrities, 
cirque / specialty acts and live action artists. Many 
of our entertainers have been featured in film, 
television, and broadway.

World 
Class Talent



CUSTOM 
FABRICATION
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LED, uplighting, and synchronized automation are some of the visual options TMEG 
Productions supplies to customize your event with unique ambience. Our vast collection 
of inventory can illuminate any event - from large corporate retreats to intimate holiday 
gatherings. Wow the crowd with jaw-dropping interactive projection mapping featuring 
games projected on most surfaces. Project mind bending visuals and show off your brand 
with custom video mapping.

Immerse yourself in a 
Visual Experience



You Dream it 
We Build it

TMEG is a creative leader in custom 
fabrications and production of tradeshow 
booths and displays. Our synergetic approach 
from planning to execution enables us make 
your next expo the main event.



02CUSTOM 
BOOTHS



As an innovator in the trade 
show industry, TMEG Exhibits 
design and build unique, 
industry-leading trade show 
displays and environments that 
captivate exhibitors to interact 
with their customers in truly 
creative ways.

TMEG
Exhibits



Our skilled in-house production team can provide sound, lighting, staging, design and 
décor, and furniture rental for your next corporate event in order to create a unique 
environment. Capture every moment with TMEG’s professional photographers for your 
next tradeshow, convention, or corporate event. Visually stunning photos using the latest 
in camera technology are crafted with the highest level of HDR imaging and artistic editing.

Lights, Camera, 
Action

It was a wonderful experience working with the TMEG team in Las 
Vegas. They were able to propose a variety of different entertainment 
options, based on our needs. Once decisions were made, the contract 

process was simple. For planning and onsite roles, TMEG handled 
everything with the performers, audio visual and venue management. 

We really appreciated being able to step aside and feel confident 
that all of the logistics were being handled. The band selected was 

excellent and ultimately fit all of our needs!

- Erin Kehrer  CitiGroup
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FURNITURE 
RENTALS



EVOKE A 
SENSE OF 
PLACE
TMEG Rentals provides everything needed to have an 
extraordinary experience. From concept to completion, 
we are a premier resource for all your modern event 
furniture and decor including highboys, side tables, cafe 
and bar tables, LED bars, LED furniture, lighted cubes, 
red carpets, event lighting, chairs, sofas and couches.

Offering one of a kind event furniture and custom decor 
and accessories for special events including corporate 
retreats, company meetings, red carpet events, 
conferences, and tradeshows in the continental U.S.



CONTACT US
Ready to elevate your next event? Get in touch!

2060 E Pama Ln, Las 
Vegas, NV 89119

(702) 813-2554

tmegproductions.com

booking@tmegproductions.com


